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Abstract 

Universities Bookstores are usually crowded places. It is hard to control the processes of borrowing 

and buying books manually where they can be lost easily without knowing who took them and 

sometimes books can be returned without the knowledge of the administrator. This project is about 

designing a smart system to solve the problem mentioned above. The proposed system in this 

project will be a robot that can be used to fetch books from the shelves and return them back to 

their location. The bookstore administrator will be provided with an application on his PC or laptop 

to control the operation of the robot. This application will give the user the ability to control the 

robot manually or to determine the book name and if he wants it to be fetched or stored where the 

robot will go the book location depending on pre-assigned addresses on the administrator 

application. There will be a fetching area where the robot will automatically bring the book and 

put it there. The user application will communicate with robot wirelessly through Bluetooth 

connection. This robot will help in decrease the crowding in the book store and improve the process 

of fetching and storing books and make it faster, smoother, and more accurate.  

 

 

Key Words:  Administrator, Bookstore, Fetching, Shelves.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Large bookstores are usually crowded places especially universities bookstores where a lot of 

students are buying, borrowing, and returning books all the time. Usually these book stores are not 

organized like the libraries where libraries focus on specific classification and find ability but not 

browse ability. In addition university library adopts a universal shelving and classification 

standards that are conservative whereas book stores use a customized shelving codes unique to 

their businesses.    

Some bookstores rearrange the entire place and redo their classification schemes and reorganize 

their shelves two or three times per year where this is not applicable in libraries. When there ae 

many customers in the bookstore looking for new books or returning old books the administrator 

of the store needs to be in high focus to get the books from their locations quickly and to return 

old books to their locations accurately. Even if the book store has a computerised system to 

determine books locations the possibility of errors is still high.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

Book stores in university are usually crowded places and have a high demand of books. Controlling 

the process of fetching books and returning them to their right places manually can take a long 

time and with high possibility of mistakes and errors because the book store is used by a large 

number of students in the university. In addition to this, getting the books manually by the students 

or the librarian makes the book store a more crowded place specially when there are many books 

needed to be fetched from their locations.  

1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Project  

The aim of this project is to provide an idea that makes manual process of fetching and returning 

books in universities book stores a faster process and with less mistakes. The objectives of this 

project are:  
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• To design and implement a robot by the end of May, 2021 that automatically fetches the 

books from their locations, delivers them to a loading area and takes the books back to their 

specific location in the book store.   

• To develop a graphical user interface (GUI) on a PC or a laptop for the book store 

administrator where he or she can choose the book by its name and the robot will fetch the 

book automatically from its location. 

1.4 Significance, Scope and Definitions 

 The proposed system in this project will help the book store employees in fetching books and 

returning them to their specific locations in a very smooth and accurate process that will save a lot 

of time and effort and help in making the bookstore a much less crowded place because students 

and customers will spend less time in the store and this will improve the workflow in the book 

store.  

The scope of this project is use Arduino technology to build a robot that will perform the job of 

fetching and returning books in the store smoothly and accurately where the administrator job will 

be to control this robot through an application on his PC or laptop.  

A book store robot can be defined as any robot that can fetch books from their specific locations 

in the library and return them back to their locations and organize them on the shelves of the store.   

1.5 SWOT Analysis 

The SWOT analysis is a project management and research tool that is used to determine the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to the research or business. Strengths are the 

features and characteristics that make the project distinctive one. Weaknesses represent the aspects 

of the project that are considered as disadvantages related to other similar projects. Opportunities 

are the factors in the surrounding community or environment that a project can use to its own 

advantage. Finally, threats are the factors in the surrounding environment that can be a problem or 

a drawback in the project.  

The SWOT analysis of this project is shown in figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1: SWOT analysis 

  

1.6 Report Outline 

The next chapter contains a literature review for topics related to the idea of this project and these 

topics at the end of the chapter are compared to each other’s and their advantages and drawbacks 

are summarized. Chapter three is the design chapter where the solution is chosen and the system 

is built in terms of block diagram, operation, and components. Chapter four shows how the system 

was implemented and tested and the final result is presented. Chapter five presents a complete 

evaluation of the project where the requirements are evaluated to see if they were met by the 

implemented system or not, a survey is done to make an overview of the students and bookstores 

employees’ opinion about this project, and the project impact is discussed in terms of different 

aspects. Finally, in chapter six we made a conclusion about the overall project and suggested some 

ideas than can be implemented in future to improve the system.    

Strengths

• Fetching and 
returning books 
automatically. 

•The ability to organize 
more than one book 
on the same location.

•Easy to use admin 
software.  

Weaknesses 

• Limited number of 
books that the robot 
can carry at the same 
time.

Opportunities

• Limited products in 
the market. 

•most of bookstores are 
crowded places. 

•The pandemic of 
COVID-19 requires less 
contact between 
people and our system 
will ensure this in book 
stores.

Threats

•Admins are not trained 
well on the sytem 
software.

•Customers may mess 
around with the robot 
preveting it from 
performing its job.
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CHAPTER 2: LITTERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Library Assistant Robot [1] 

This project idea is a robot that follows a predefined line to keep a track of the library book 

shelf. Every book in the library is assigned with RFID tag where the robot compares the 

assigned RFID number with the ones of the books. When the assigned RF number in the 

robot matches an RFID number of a book the robot will send a notification to a unit called 

the shelf unit. The shelf unit then will move the shelf tray forward and the book will be 

dropped in the robot basket.  The robot then will take the book to the loading area. This 

process will ease the job of monitoring the arrangement process of the books in the library. 

The RFID will be assigned to the robot using a keypad on the robot itself. Figure 2.1 and 

figure 2.2 show the block diagrams of the robot and the shelf unit.   

 

 

Figure 2.1: Robot block diagram  
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Figure 2.2: Shelf unit block diagram 

2.2 Automatic Book Picking Robot for Libraries [2] 

In this project a robot is designed with an arm that has some degree of freedom. The books 

in the library are assigned with RFID tags. When the robot find the desired book by 

detecting the assigned RFID number the book will be picked by the robot arm. The RFID 

number is assigned to the robot using a mobile application that communicates with the 

robot through Bluetooth connection. After the RFID number is assigned the robot starts 

following a line and search for the book with RFID number assigned to it. When it founds 

the book the arm will pick it and it will go back to the issuing location and place the book 

there. If the robot doesn’t find the book it will go back to the issuing desk and waits for the 

next order. The block diagram of this robot is shown in figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3: Robot block diagram  

 

2.3 Library Management Robot [3] 

In this project a robot is used for searching purposes and the ZigBee technology is used for 

the communication between the robot and an administrator personal computer. The robot 

has a barcode reader which reads the barcode data on the books which are arranged in a 

vertical manners. The robot compares the decoded barcode data of the books with the input 

value. When the robot finds the desired book it sends the book location to the librarian PC 

through ZigBee technology. In case of any difficulty faced by the robot it halts and sends 

an alarm by activating a buzzer installed on it. Misplaced books can be identified using the 

pre-programmed data in the robot which helps to maintain the books in an order. The block 

diagram of this system is shown in figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4: System block diagram 

2.4 Summary and Implications 

A summary for the discussed topics is shown in table 2.1.   

Table 2.1: Literature review summary 

 

Title Advantages Drawbacks 

Library Assistant Robot Easy process using RF ID tags 

and reader.  

• Fetches the books 

automatically to the 

loading area.  

• Easy user interface using 

keypad.  

No remote control of the 

robot. 

• Only fetching books 

but not returning 

them.  

Automatic Book Picking 

Robot for Libraries 

• Robotic arm to grip 

books. 

• Mobile application 

control.  

Only fetching books but not 

returning them.  

 
 

Library Management 

Robot 

Wireless communication 

between the robot and the user.  

Ability to identify misplaced 

books using programming. 

 

Only determines the 

location of the book but 

doesn’t fetch it or return it 

back.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY, DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Methodology 

Before starting the work in any research or project we have to define the methodology that will be 

followed throughout the project or research. Defining the methodology will increase the efficiency 

of the research, organize the work, and helps in delivering it in its best shape.  

In this project we will start by determining the functional requirements of the system which are 

the features that need to be available in the robot. Next we will suggest two different designs for 

the system and choose the one which meet all the requirements and which is more suitable and 

doable and meets our objectives. When the design is chosen we will implement this design in both 

software and hardware and deliver it to the client.  

3.2 Research Design 

The requirements of the system are listed below:  

• The robot must be able to fetch books from their specific locations  

• The robot must be able to put more than one book at the same location 

• The robot must be assigned tasks wirelessly 

• The robot shall be powered by rechargeable batteries  

• The robot shall be able to operate on different elevations  

• The robot must be able to return book to their locations  

3.2.1 RF ID Tags and Reader to Determine Books and Their locations 

In this design alternative the books will have RFID tags and the robot will have RFID reader so 

when a book we want to fetch a book the administrator will determine the RFID tag number 

through a keypad on the robot itself and the robot will move in a straight line using a line sensor 

and search for the determined RFID tag. When the robot finds the book it will grip it using a robot 

arm and walks back on the same line and deliver it to the administrator. When the administrator 

wants to return a book back he will press on the return button and puts the book on the robot arm 

and the robot will move on the straight line to the book location where the shelves will also have 

RFID tags so the robot can determine the location. This design is shown in figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1: First suggested design 

 

3.2.2 Pre-assigned locations, vacuum pump, and user software  

In this design the user will be provided by a software on his PC or laptop where this software will 

have assigned location for the books in the store saved by books names. The robot will have a 

vacuum pump and suction mechanism to grip books. The user will determine the book name and 

weather he wants it to be fetched or stored in one of the pre-assigned locations. The robot will have 

servo motors to be able to operate in different elevations and it can store more than one book at 

the same location. This design is shown in figure 3.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Second suggestion design  
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3.3 Analysis 

The second design suggestion better meets the requirements of the system and allows the user to 

control the operation wirelessly, the second suggestion needs a big number of RFID tags and this 

will increase the cost and the complexity of the system and there is no remote control of the 

operation where the administrator has to go to the robot and determine the tag number using the 

keypad which is not very practical solution. Also using a suction mechanism is more practical than 

a robot arm so because all of these reasons the chosen design will be the second one.  

Our proposed system consists of a four-tire robot vehicle with DC motors. This vehicle moves in 

a straight line forward and backward. It has a gripping mechanism that moves upward and 

downward and picks the books using suction mechanism. The vehicle is supplied by lithium 

batteries and it has a proximity sensor that can measure the distance between the robot grip and 

the books or the ground. The communication between the robot and the librarian will be through 

an application on a laptop or PC. There will be a loading area where the robot picks the books to 

be stored and drops the fetched books. There are specific locations assigned for the robot where 

the user can determine the location that the robot needs to deliver the book to it or fetch the book 

from using the software on the laptop. The system performs two main operations:  

• Taking the books from the loading area and deliver them to their storing location where 

the user puts the books on the loading area and chooses the location by the application. The 

robot picks the book using its gripping mechanism and moves in a straight line to the 

determined location and drops the book there. The user has the ability of storing more than 

one book in the same location where the robot takes the first book and takes it to the 

location then moves backward to the loading area again and picks the second book and put 

it on top of the first book in the same location and so on. 

• Fetching a book from a specific location where the user determines the name of the desired 

book using the GUI and the robot moves forward to that location and uses its gripping 

mechanism to pick the book and moves backward to the loading area and drops the book 

there. The block diagram of the system is shown in figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3: System block diagram    

 

As you can see in the block diagram above the robot has a microcontroller chip (Arduino board) 

which is considered as the mastermind of the system where all the components that you can see in 

the block diagram are connected to it. The vehicle has left and right DC motors which are used to 

move the vehicle. The DC motors are connected to the microcontroller through a driving circuit 

because the power needed by them to operate is higher than the power that can be supplied directly 

through the microcontroller. There are two servo motors which represents the elevation mechanism 

which is responsible of moving upward and downward. There is also a pump and a valve with a 

suction head which are used to grip the books where the pump is turned on so the suction head 

grips the book and then the valve is closed to maintain the pressure and keep the book on the 

suction head and the pump then is turned off. When the robot reaches the location the valve is 

opened and the book is dropped. The pump and the valve are also connected to the microcontroller 

through a driving circuit. There is also a proximity sensor that is used to measure the distance 

between the robot and the object under it. The communication between the robot and the GUI on 

the laptop is done through Bluetooth connection where we will use Bluetooth instead of Wi-Fi 

connection to keep the administrator laptop Wi-Fi available for internet connection.   
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3.4 Software and Hardware  

1. The robot vehicle kit 

The chosen vehicle kit is the KEYESTUDIO DC motor wheel parts kit for Arduino shown 

in figure 3.4. This kit consists of a robot smart car, 4* TT motor 3-6V uniaxial DC gear 

motors and four small rubber wheels. This vehicle kit has many features that make it 

compatible for our design. The motors has an operating voltage between 3-12V, it is well 

packed and gives a very good friction to the wheels to make the robot movement stable 

and to avoid slipping. It is a general purpose motor that can work with batteries and other 

types of power supplies [4].      

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Robot vehicle kit [4]    

 

2. Servo motors (Elevation Mechanism)  

The chosen servo motor is the UCTRONICS 20Kg digital servo motor shown in figure 3.5. 

This motor is a digital servo motor that is specially designed for robots and to be used in 

Arduino applications. Digital servo motors has higher torque, faster speed and better 

holding capability than analog motors. This motor is highly recommended by the supplier 
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(Amazon) based on their sales surveys in the applications that demand heavy side loads 

and it has a controllable angle from 0 to 270 degrees [5].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      Figure 3.5: Digital servo motor [5]   

 

3. Gripping mechanism  

The chosen gripping mechanism that will be used consists of a Manipulator air pump, 

manipulator sucker, robot vacuum pump suction cup and an electronic valve and it is shown 

in figure 3.6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: The gripping mechanism and its working principle [6] 

 

To grip a book the pump is turned on where the book is picked by the vacuum suction cup then 

the valve is closed and the pump is turned off. When we want the book to be dropped the valve is 

open again releasing the pressure and dropping the book [6].   
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4. Proximity or Line Sensor  

The chosen module is the tcrt5000 IR infrared track follower obstacle avoidance module 

shown in figure 3.7. This module can detect the reflected distance between 1mm and 

25mm, it operates at 5V, and it has affixed bolt hole for easy installation [7]. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: The chosen line sensor [7] 

 

5. Lithium batteries [8]  

• Battery type: 18650 2200mah 3.7v rechargeable li-ion lithium battery. 

• Long life span and rechargeable: batteries can be charged over 500 times. 

• Built-in safety protection against overcharging.  

• Provide high storage capacity with extra-long life. 

• Safe and efficient: with PCB protection, over-charge and over-discharge   

6. Arduino UNO 

The microcontroller that will be used is Arduino Uno, shown in Figure 3.8. It is a popular 

microcontroller that is easy to wire and program. It has sufficient analog input ports that 

can read from 17 various analog sensors simultaneously, and it also has the feature of Serial 

Data (SDA) line and a Serial Clock (SCL) line. Both SDA line and SCL line are required 

to support I2C sensors. [With these input ports, the Arduino Uno is able to read from three 

different analog sensors and two digital sensors simultaneously. Furthermore, the Arduino 

Uno includes Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) functionality, which allows it to be 
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interfaced with certain peripheral hardware devices, such as SD card modules. On top of 

this, the board also allows digital ports to be configured to act as Serial Receive (RX) or 

Serial Transmit (TX) lines. These are necessary to connect it with a Bluetooth module 

correctly. Finally, because of its popularity, many hardware modules are designed to work 

specifically with Arduino microcontrollers, including those that the Sensor Interface 

requires, like Bluetooth modules [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 

 
Figure 3.8: Arduino UNO module [8] 

 

7. Motor Driver  

The chosen driver is the L293D shown in figure 3.9 which is a 16-pin Motor Driver IC 

which can control a set of two DC motors simultaneously in any direction. The L293D is 

designed to provide bidirectional drive currents of up to 600 mA (per channel) at voltages 

from 4.5 V to 36 V [9].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: The motor driver [9] 
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8. Protection Board  

Lithium batteries are usually charged through protection boards because over charging can 

cause battery explosion which can lead to serious injuries that can be fatal sometimes. The 

chosen protection board which the battery bank will be charged through it where it will 

protect the battery bank from over charging is the 2S 18650 board shown in figure 3.10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Battery protection board [10] 

9. Buck Converter  

The robot will be supplied by a lithium battery bank that consists of two series pairs of 

batteries, every pair voltage is 7.4V but the system components need  5V to operate to we 

need the buck converter to step down the voltage to 5V. 

The chosen module is the LM2596 shown in figure 3.11. This module can have an input 

voltage range between 3.2V and 35V, and an output voltage between 1.25V to 30V and 

this output voltage is adjustable, it is a high efficiency module with a maximum output 

current of 3A [11].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: LM2596 buck converter [11] 
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10. Vacuum Pump and Valve Driving Circuit  

The vacuum pump and valve are like the motor they need more power than the 

microcontroller could provide so we will use two driving circuits one for each of them. The 

chosen module is the IRF520 MOSFET button driver shown in figure 3.12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: IRF250 MOSFET driver module [12]  

 

This module input voltage is between 3.3V and 5V, the output load voltage is between 0V and 

24V, the maximum output load current is 5A and needs a heat sink if it is above 1A, it is compatible 

with Arduino, MCU, ARM, and raspberry pi [12].   

 

We will use the Arduino IDE software to program the Arduino UNO and we will download and 

verify many libraries in order to interface the components with the Arduino UNO controller. We 

will also use Visual basic to develop the administrator application.   

 

 

3.5 Ethics and Limitations 

The team will make sure to follow the IEEE codes of ethics and the manners of the engineering 

profession throughout the design and implementation of the project and will make sure that the 

system is not harmful to the team during the building process and to the users after delivering the 

end product.  
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 CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter is dedicated for the implementation part of the document, the implementation can be 

divided into two main parts, the hardware part will discuss the connection between the components 

and their interfaces to the Arduino board, and then the software implementation will discuss the 

GUI build on the visual studio software. 

4.1 Hardware Implementation 

In this section the building up of the system will be discussed as follows: 

4.1.1 Power Supply 

The main source of the power is taken from a set of lithium batteries, the batteries connection 

consists of two battery banks connected in series with a voltage of 7.4V where each battery bank 

consists of two batteries connected in parallel to get a total of 4.4A which is the summation of 

2.2A for each battery, the protection board will prevent the over charge and over discharge for the 

battery set. 

Finally the output of the battery bank is fed to a buck converter to step down the voltage from 7.4V 

to 5V which is the operating voltage of the system. Figure 4.1 below shows the schematic diagram 

of the power supply. 
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Figure 4.1: Power supply schematic diagram  

4.1.2 DC Motors Interface  

As mentioned earlier in this document the Arduino UNO cannot supply enough power to the DC 

motors and it can just give a control signal, to solve this problem we used the H-bridge driving 

circuit that will take power directly from the batteries and also take the control signal from the 

Arduino and supply the DC motors. Figure 4.2 below shows the connection where the motors on 

each side of the robot are connected to one channel of the driver, and for each channel there are 

two pins for control and one pin for enabling. 
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Figure 4.2: DC motors interface with Arduino UNO 

 

4.1.3 Servo Motors Interface  

Servo motors are used in the robot design for lifting purposes, the two motors should be controlled 

for moving down and for moving up, each motor will take the power from the buck converter and 

the control signal is taken from the Arduino controller as shown in figure 4.3 below.  

 

Figure 4.3: Servo motors interface with Arduino UNO 
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4.1.4 Air Pump and Valve Connection 

The air pump is driven using MOSFET transistor which will take the control voltage from the 

Arduino board and the power from the battery set, figure 4.4 below shows the connection between 

the Arduino board and the air pump which is controlled from the digital pin A3, and the same 

method is applied for driving the solenoid valve where the control signal is taken from A2 pin. 

 

Figure 4.4: Air pump and valve interface 

 

4.1.5 IR Sensor (Suction Head Vertical Movement) 

The IR sensor is used for the suction head movement , it has two infrared LEDs, one will transmit 

the IR light and the other LED is for receiving, if the on front obstacle is black then it will absorb 

the light and there will be no reflection to the receiver causing logic zero on the module output, if 

the color is not black then a part of the light will be reflected causing a logic high on the output 

pin of the module, the final connection is shown in the following figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: IR sensor (suction head vertical movement) connection  

 

4.1.6 IR Sensor (Black Line Detection) 

The working principle for this sensor is the same as the one for suction head sensor, the output of 

the module is connected to the digital pin A1 on the Arduino board and is shown in figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.6: IR sensor (black line detection) connection  

‘ 
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4.1.7 Bluetooth Connection 

The Bluetooth module is used to wirelessly connect the Arduino board to the windows application, 

the Bluetooth working protocol is UART (universal asynchronous receiver transmitter) this 

protocol operates on two pins, the transmitter pin (TX) and the receiver pin(RX). 

On the Arduino board side we used pin D2 and D3 for interfacing the UART data as shown in 

figure 4.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Bluetooth connection 

 

4.2 Software Implementation 

Microsoft's Visual Basic (VB) is an event-driven programming language with an accompanying 

development environment. It has one of the largest user bases in business programming. 

It is heavily influenced by BASIC and allows for the rapid development of graphical user interface 

(GUI) applications, database access through DAO, RDO, or ADO, and the creation of ActiveX 

controls and objects. A programmer can put together an application using Visual Basic's built-in 

components. 

This built-in interface creation functionality would help to standardize the user interface for 

Windows applications in the future. Users will now move from one window program to the next 

and see the same simple interface tools to work with, allowing them to focus entirely on the 

application's specific capabilities. 

Visual Basic gives a programmer more real code than any other non-visual programming language. 

As a result, it is a common programming language for visual applications. 
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The bottom line is that a user can easily build an entire application shell (the user interface) and 

then devote the majority of his time to the features that set his application apart from its 

competitors. 

Today's user requires much more than a language; he requires a graphical development tool that 

can operate within the Windows operating system, as well as applications that take advantage of 

all of Windows' graphical, multimedia, web, and multiprocessor capabilities. 

Visual Basic is an example of such a method. Visual Basic is more than just a programming 

language; it allows users to create applications that communicate with any part of today's Windows 

operating systems. 

If the user has ever programmed in an older command-line language such as BASIC, he can recall 

that the programmer had to write the code for the whole user interface. The BASIC programming 

language did not include windows, keys, lists, or other application features like menus. These 

features required programmers to write their own code. 

A programmer could spend up to 80% of his time writing code to build the user interface for his 

applications (the visual interface). Microsoft had built-in capabilities in Visual Basic to build the 

user interface using nothing more than a mouse to remove this massive drain on a programmer's 

time. Visual Basic is a window program in and of itself. The VB framework was loaded and 

executed in the same way as other Windows programs. VB is just a tool that programmers use to 

write, test, and run Windows applications, although a very powerful tool. 

Visual Basic was created to be accessible to all programmers, beginner and expert alike. The 

language is intended to make creating basic GUI applications simple, but it also has the ability to 

build more complex applications. Visually arranging components on a form, defining attributes 

and behavior of those components, and writing additional lines of code for further functionality 

are all part of VB programming. Since the components have default attributes and behaviors, a 

simple program can be generated without the programmer having to write a lot of code. Earlier 

versions had performance issues, but with faster machines and native code compilation, this has 

become less of a problem. 

While programs can be compiled into native code executables starting with version 5, they still 

require the presence of 2 MB runtime libraries. This runtime is used by default in Windows 2000 

and later versions of Windows, but it must be distributed with the executable in earlier versions of 

Windows. Drag and drop techniques are used to build forms. Controls (e.g., text boxes, buttons, 
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etc.) are placed on the form using a tools palette (window). Attributes and event controllers are 

synonymous with controls. When a control is generated, it comes with default values that can be 

modified by the programmer. Many attribute values can be modified in real time based on user 

behavior or changes in the environment, making the application dynamic. Code may be inserted 

into the form resize event handler, for example, to reposition a control so that it stays fixed on the 

form, expands to fill the form, and so on. The software will automatically translate the case of the 

text being entered or even prevent those characters from being inserted by inserting code into the 

event handler for a key press in a text box. 

According to the operating system, a Visual Basic application may have one or more windows, or 

a single window with MDI child windows. Pop-up capabilities can be provided by dialog boxes 

with limited functionality (e.g., no maximize/minimize control). Controls provide the application's 

basic features, while programmers can add extra logic to the required event handlers. A drop-down 

combination box, for example, will automatically show its list and allow the user to choose any 

element from it. When an item is selected, an event handler is invoked, which can then run 

additional code written by the programmer to perform a task based on which element was selected, 

such as populating a related list.A Visual Basic component can also be designed without a user 

interface and instead provide ActiveX objects to other programs through the Component Object 

Model (COM). This enables server-side processing or the use of an add-in model.  

The language is garbage collected using reference counting, has a large library of utility objects, 

and has basic object oriented support. Since the more common components are included in the 

default project template, the programmer seldom needs to specify additional libraries. Unlike many 

other programming languages, Visual Basic is generally not case sensitive, although it will 

transform keywords into a standard case configuration and force the case of variable names to 

conform to the case of the entry within the symbol table entry. String comparisons are case 

sensitive by default, but can be made case insensitive if so desired. 

Visual Basic was designed to meet all real world requirements with its key features, which are 

explained as follows:  

1. Event Driven Programming Language: 

Event procedures code for controls on forms is easy to find in Visual Basic. To see one of a 

control's event procedures, double-click it. If a user double-clicks the Exit command button, for 
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example, Visual Basic opens a window and positions the text cursor in a series of lines. The event 

procedures code, on the other hand, does nothing until it is called at runtime. 

2. Graphical User Interface (G.U.I): 

In a graphical user interface, a user can operate with several windows at once, each of which can 

be used for a particular task. Windows can be stacked, hidden, changed in size and position, and 

even shrunk down to icons. The user can switch from one window to another using the mouse; the 

active window is the one that is selected; most GUI are based on the x-window system; x-window 

is a system for supporting GUI.  

3. Database Connectivity:  

Some databases, such as Microsoft Access, combine all of the associated database files into a 

single database file. Tables are independent groups of records and fields within the database. Other 

database systems, including dBase, store a database's data in several directories. When using a 

database like Microsoft Access, the user must identify both the overall database and the individual 

table names inside the database where the Data control is used.  

4. Controls:  

Controls are Toolbox window tools that can be placed on a form to communicate with the user and 

control the program flow. The controls can be self-generated and reused in the same program 

several times. The properties window changes as the user adds controls to the Form window, 

displaying the properties for the currently selected control. Typically, the selected control is the 

control that the user last put on the form. The properties of a control can be viewed in the Properties 

window by clicking on the control or selecting it from the drop-down list box in the Properties 

window.  

- Benefits of Using Visual Basic  

1. Visual Basic also includes a true compiler that generates standalone runtime.exe files that 

run faster than previous VB programs. 

2.  Visual Basic also provides a number of wizards that provide step-by-step dialog box 

questions to direct users through the process of creating applications. 

3.  The Developer Studio, a development environment created by Visual Basic. 

4.  Now has the same advanced features as the Visual C++ and Visual J++ Compilers. 

5.  After mastering one of Microsoft's visual programming products, the user would be able 

to use the other language products without having to go through a lengthy learning curve. 
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6.  Visual Basic allows users to create applications that communicate with today's Windows 

operating systems in a variety of ways. 

Figure 4.8 below shows the graphical user interface of the system where it gives the user the ability 

to manually control the robot and automatic control by choosing the book name. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Administrator application GUI  

 

Figure 4.9 shows the final system after the implementation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Final system 

4.3 IEEE Standards 

• IEEE 802.15.1 for Bluetooth wireless communication  

• UART (universal asynchronous receiver transmitter) protocol  

• I2C protocol   
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4.4 Cost  

The cost of the system is presented in table 4.1 below. 

 

 

Table 4.1: Cost of the system 

Module Quantity Cost per 

unit 

Cost (KD) Supplier 

Robot Vehicle Kit  1 6 6 Amazon 

Driving Circuit L293D 2 3 6 Amazon 

Servo Motor  2 6.3 12.6 Amazon 

Gripping Mechanism 1 8.4 8.4 Ali Express 

Line Sensor 2 0.9 1.8 Amazon 

Arduino UNO 1 6.5 6.5 Amazon 

Lithium batteries  4 5.5 22 Amazon 

IR250 MOSFET driver  2 3 6 Amazon  

Buck converter LM2596 1 1 1  Amazon  

Bluetooth module HC-06 1 3 3 Amazon 

Shipping --- --- 15 --- 

Circuit general 

components (wires, 

resistor, etc.)  

--- --- 5 Local  

Total 93.3 
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CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION 

5.1 Evaluation in Terms of System Requirements  

The first evaluation criteria of the project will be in terms of the requirements where we will check 

if the implemented system met these requirements or not. This evaluation criteria is shown in table 

5.1. 

Table 5.1: Evaluation in terms of requirements 

Requirements  Evaluation  

The robot must be able to fetch books 

from their specific locations  

 

Met 

The robot must be able to put more 

than one book at the same location 

 

Met 

The robot must be assigned tasks 

wirelessly 

 

Met 

The robot shall be powered by 

rechargeable batteries  

 

Met 

 

The robot shall be able to operate on 

different elevations  

 

Met 

The robot must be able to return book 

to their locations  

 

Met 

 

5.2 Evaluation in terms of a Survey  

The team made a simple survey to evaluate the product in terms of potential users and clients 

opinion. The survey is shown in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.   
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Figure 5.1: Survey statement number 1 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Survey statement number 2 
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5.3 Evaluation In Terms of Business, Economic, and Social Impacts 

5.3.1 Business Impact  

Using the bookstore robot will speed up the process of selling books in the store where less time 

will be needed to serve the same number of students and customers and this is considered a positive 

business impact where the store can sell more during the same time and this will increase the profit 

of the store.  

If the product is marketed commercially and sold for book store it will be a great high profit 

business where there are a big number of bookstores in the country and globally and all of them 

needs such a system.  

5.3.2 Economic Impact  

A product like the bookstore robot can greatly support the economy if it exported to the world 

where establishing a factory to build the robot in commercial quantities can bring a high income 

to the country economy.  

5.3.3 Social Impact  

With the bookstore robot student will spend less time in the book store waiting for their turn to 

buy and borrow books and this will give them more time and space to socialize in the university 

rather than spending most of their time waiting for their turn in the bookstore.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusion 

At the end the team is really satisfied with what has been done in the project where we made it 

from scratch and put a huge effort to complete it and to reach this level. We achieved the aim of 

the project and met the objectives accurately.  The team also gained a lot of new experiences 

throughout the project that will be so useful for us in our careers as engineers, we learned a lot of 

new skills in hardware, software, and project management. Finally, we hope that this project is 

useful for students who will come after us and get many benefits from it in their studies and 

research. 

6.2 Future Work 

In future the bookstore robot that was made in this project can be developed to add many additional 

features that will make it a much stronger product. Another method of control can be added to the 

system like voice commands feature where the robot operated by the administrator voice 

commands. A camera can be added to the robot so the administrator can see the robot route on his 

asmin application and this feature can be useful in big and wide book stores. 
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APPENDIX A 

Gantt chart of the project.  
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Hamad, 

Bader
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2 Background reading (Literature Review) 10/15 10/22 1 Hamad, Ali H 100%
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4 Design alternatives 10/23 10/30 1 Ali H 100%

5 Analysis 10/31 11/21 3 all 100%

6 Initial testing 11/21 11/28 1 all 100%

7 Budgeting 11/28 12/12 2 Ali S 100%

8 Reporting 12/12 1/12 4 Hamad, Ali S 100%

9 Presentation 12/24 12/31 1 Bader, Ali H 100%

1
Implementation and testing to prove that 

the specifications have been satisfied
2/1 2/28 4 ALL 0%

2
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design/implementation decisions, lessons 

learned during the course of the project, 

and evaluation of the product and the 

process

3/16 3/31 2 ALL 0%

4 Demonstrate results to supervisor 4/1 4/15 2 Ali S, Ali H 0%
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6 Presentation 5/15 5/31 2
Bader, 

Hamad
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APPENDIX B 

Flow charts for the system operation  

 


